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Abstract

Recent microprocessors have been enhanced with media
instruction sets for accelerating media algorithms. They ex-
ploit the fact that media algorithms have small data types,
and widths much less than that of the processor. Current
media instruction sets support only 8-, 16- and 32-bit sub-
datatypes. This scheme is ineffecient in several applications
where bit lengths of 9, 12 and so on are used. We need user
programmable sub-datatype bit lengths. [1] discusses ar-
bitrary boundary packed addition.

Many media algorithms are based on multiply-
accumulate algorithms. For full acceleration we also need
arbitrary boundary packed multiplication. We present such
a scheme based on Wallace tree multiplication. We also
expand on [1] and provide a detailed treatment of the in-
termediate carries of sub-datatypes which were lost in the
previous work. These carries could be used for saturation
arithmetic and flow control.

1. Introduction

We find that general purpose processors are incorpo-
rating special instructions to manipulate multimedia data.
MMX in x86, VIS in SPARC and MAX-2 of PA-RISC are
examples of this trend. This has been motivated by the fact
that small increases in hardware results in appreciable in-
crease in speed in operations like media algorithms, because
of factors like:� Small data types� Same operations repeated many times� High data parallelism

These instruction sets contain special integer instructions
that operate on packed units of integers. A 64-bit integer
could be interpreted as having eight packed 8-bit integers.

Adding two such 64-bit numbers (with minor changes to
the algorithm) will result in adding the eight 8-bit integers.
Similar instructions are provided for multiply-accumulate
and other operations.

An interesting observation has been made by Balakrish-
nan and Nandy in [1] that the size of the sub-datatypes al-
lowed has been chosen for convenience of implementation.
These architectures only allow 64-bit data to be subdivided
into 8-, 16- and 32-bit parts. There are several instances
where other data sizes are required. These are summarized
from [1].

MPEG uses 8- and 9-bit fixed point data. Fax and mo-
dem needs 16-bit data. 3D graphics needs 24 or 32 bits.
Audio needs 16- and 20-bit data. Applications like medi-
cal imaging use 12-bit data and the IDCT value of MPEG
is also 12-bits. There are several such cases where there is
a mismatch between the actual and available sub-datatype
sizes.

The speedup achievable using existing architectures is
not optimum. For example, processing 9-bit values requires
the 16-bit subtypes. This leads to slower processing. Effi-
cieny can be improved by allowing all sub-datatype widths.

2. Previous Work

In [1], a scheme for adding arbitrarily packed sub-
datatypes has been described. It is based on the carry-
lookahead algorithm. We provide a brief synopsis.

In a carry-lookahead scheme, all the carries are gen-
erated in parallel. Two terms calledcarry propagate
and carry generateare defined. For binary numbersAn�1An�2 : : : A0, andBn�1Bn�2 : : : B0, they are defined
as: pi = Ai �Bi (carry propagate) (1)gi = Ai � Bi (carry generate) (2)

Consider adding two 8-bit numbers with two packed 4-
bit sub-datatypes.



0001 1100
1101 1100

A carry will be generated in bit 3 (assuming the LSB is
bit 0). Since the two packed words are separate numbers,
the carry from the lower nibble must not be propagated to
the higher nibble. This can be achieved by logically and’ing
with a 0 if the bit position is 3.

More generally, we have a term with which the carry
propagate should be and’ed and another term with which
the sum should be exclusive-or’ed.

We can think of a mask register M of the width of the
original datatype whose bits contain 1 if the boundary of the
sub-datatype to which that bit belongs is to the immediate
right. This leads to the modified expressions for the carry
propagate and sum.pi = Mi � (Ai �Bi) (3)Si = Ai �Bi �Mi � Ci (4)Ci = Gi � Pi � Ci�1; C�1 = 0 (5)

In summary, we have a mask register that is used to mark
the boundaries of the sub-datatypes. The sub-datatypes
need not all be of the same width. Modified expressions
are used for carry propagate and sum.

3. Motivation

The idea of arbitrary boundary packed arithmetic is use-
ful only if all operations are available in that form. Till now,
only addition as dealt with in [1] has been done.

Many media algorithms are based on the multiply-add
operation. Hence for full acceleration, arbitrary bound-
ary packed multiply-accumulate must also be implemented.
Hence we present a method of arbitrary boundary packed
multiplication based on the Wallace tree algorithm de-
scribed in [2].

In the previous work, block carries generated by a sub-
datatype were ignored. There is no record of any carries
generated during the addition of sub-datatypes. Consider-
ing the importance of saturation arithmetic especially while
handing numbers representing sound samples and color in-
tensitites, we have dealt with generation and usage of sub-
datatype carries in detail.

4. Arbitrary Boundary Packed Addition

We will first describe a carry lookahead addition scheme
and then describe how this can be extended to arbitrary
boundary packed addition.

4.1. Carry Lookahead Addition

Let the two binary numbers beA0, A1; A2; A3 : : : An�1
andB0; B1; B2; : : : Bn�1. The sum bits areS0 : : : Sn�1
and carry bits areC�1; C0 : : : Cn.

The sum bits in a CLA are calculated using the following
scheme:

PropagatePi = Ai �Bi (6)

GenerateGi = Ai � Bi (7)

CarryCi = Gi + Pi � Ci�1; C�1 = 0 (8)

SumSi = Ai �Bi � Ci�1 (9)

Ideally, the whole carry lookahead hardware can be con-
structed for any bit length digits, it is impractical because
of limitations of fan-in, fan-out, irregularity in structure
and length of wires that may be required. To overcome
the problem, group carry adders are used, which are essen-
tially small carry lookahead adders stringed together. Every
group of smaller CLA will generate a group generate and a
group propagate similar to the propagate and generate of the
normal CLA, and a final group carry is generated for each
group which is used as group carry in of next group.

4.2. Arbitrary Packed CLA

In this section we will be dealing with arbitrarily bound-
ary packed addition of two N-bit numbers using CLA. The
scheme in this section can be extended to group carry ad-
dition and for the sake of simplicity and brevity we will
discuss the implementation for the CLA.

To define the boundary packing we will define a mask
register M which is loaded with its value once every time
the packing is changed. The mask register will be an N-bit
register on an N-bit machine.

For a 32-bit machine, with bit packing of4�8, the mask
will contain:

0000 0001 0000 0001 0000 0001 0000 0001

For a 32-bit machine with bit packing of 9, 4, 4, 3, 12,
the mask will contain:

0000 0000 0001 001 0001 0001 0000 00001

that is, the LSB of the sub-datatype will contain the value
1 and the rest will be zero. In the following examples we
will be using the mask given in the second example.

We also have an extra N-bit carry registerC 0 which con-
tains the carries generated by the previous addition, bubbled
back to be used as theC�1 for the next addition.

The equations in the CLA will now change to:



PropagatePi = Ai �Bi (10)

GenerateGi = Ai �Bi (11)

CarryCi = Gi + Pi � Ci�1; C�1 = 0 (12)

SumSi = Ai �Bi � (13)(Ci�1 �Mi + C 0i �Mi)
Carry outC 0 = previous add’s carries (14)

4.3. Sub-datatype Carry HandlingC 0 is defined such that it takes care of the carry that was
generated by the previous addition. Suppose in the first ad-
dition the first datatype generated an extra carry out of the
9th bit, then the carry status of the C will be:

Mask 1 0 0000 0001
Carry x 1 xxxx xxxx

In the next addition this 1 should be used as the carry-
in of the first sub-datatype. To do this we need to bubble
through this carry to the LSB of the sub-datatype, and in
this case zeroth location. These bubbled carries are saved
in C 0, and are updated after addition, to be used for the next
addition or for extra hardware to implement saturation arith-
metic or for controlling program flow by means of test-and-
jump instructions.C 0 is then defined asC 0i = Ci �Mi+1 + (C 0i+1 �Mi+1) (15)C 0 initially set to zero. The values being set from left to
right.

If the definition is implemented using this recursive def-
inition it will introduce a clock delay of N for calculating
the product terms, for an N-bit adder, which is unaccept-
able. We therefore unroll the recursion and redefine as:C 0i = Ci �Mi+1 + i+1Xj=N (Cj �Mj+1 � i+1Yk=jMk) (16)

This can be further simplified and speeded up.
We can see that for each evaluation ofC 0,Qi+1k=j Mk will

introduce propagation delay of the AND gates. ForC 00 this
will be a maxmimum of N. These products then have to
summed up, and will further introduce a delay of N, if addi-
tion is done term by term. To reduce this considerably, we
can precompute all the product terms and save them once
when the mask register’s value is set, since the product is
purely a function of M and independent of C.

The total numer of product terms will beN�(N�1)=2.
These can be saved in N-bit pseudo-registers. We call these
pseudo-registers because they are not really registers requir-
ing complex wiring, but just memory locations which are

wired to one single place on the circuit. We will require(N � 1)=2 such registers. For N = 32, we will require 16
pseudo-registers.

It can been seen that from the definition of Equation 15
that of the two terms, always only one is zero, and the other
is one. What this implies is that in theC 0i�1 term we do
not need to carry the excess baggage of both the terms and
considerC 0i�1 = Ci�1 �Mi + (C 0i �Mi) (17)= Ci�1 �Mi + Ci �Mi+1 �Mi (18)+C 0i+1 �Mi+1 �Mi

Instead we can rewrite asC 0i�1 =8>><>>: Ci�1 �Mi+(Ci �Mi+1 �Mi) if Mi+1 = 0Ci�1 �Mi+(C 0i+1 �Mi+1 �Mi) if Mi+1 6= 0 (19)

Using Equation 19, the number of terms for everyC 0i
will remain constantly 2. This is being further investigated
to reduce complexity and increase speed.

5. Arbitrary Boundary Packed Multiplication

Booth multiplication [3] which gives 50% speedup over
sequential multiplication and Wallace tree algorithm [2, 4]
are popular methods for implementing multiplication hard-
ware.

We describe an aribitrary boundary packed algorithm for
a high speed multiplication based on Wallace trees [5, 6,
pages 183–203].

5.1. Wallace Tree Multiplication

The essential idea behind using Wallace tree multipliers
is to split the multiplication into smaller operands; multiply
these operands seperately and in parallel and then add the
partial products.

The smaller operands are typically 4-bit operands and
their multiplication is done using purely combinatorial
logic. For a 8-bit computer using 4 bit operands:

A is rewritten asAhAl whereAh andAl are higher and
lower order operands respectively.B = BhBlP = A�B= (Ah � Al)� (Bh � Bl)= Ah �Bh +Ah �Bl +Al �Bh +Al �Bl= Phh + Phl + Plh + Pll

The partial products are added with correct bit weights.



5.2. Arbitrary Boundary Packed Multiplication

We will now deal with how we can use the above dis-
cussed multiplier for our problem.

Consider a hypothetical 9-bit machine. This machine
will be used to explain the operation of the modified Wal-
lace Tree multiplier. It has two 4-bit combinatorial multiply
operands. So we will have a Mask of 01 001 001. Figures 1
and 2 pertain to this computer.

When we multiply, we require only some of the partial
products and the rest are to be killed. This is shown in fig-
ure 1. The dotted lines represent the products that are to
be ignored and the thick lines represent the products that
should be retained. This can be done by using a 2D array of
mask bits; we call this themask arrayand refer to it asM.

Figure 2 shows the bits that are to be used. They are
boxed within thick lines.

This can be implemented by making some changes to
the combinatorial multiplier circuit. The original multiplier
circuit can be found in [6, page 197]. The modified circuit
is shown in figure 3

To kill the bit products that are not required, we replace
the 2 input AND gates with 3 input AND gates and the third
input of a gate whose two other inputs areAi andBj is the
mask array elementMij .

Mask array initialisation ofM is done once when the
mask register is loaded with its value such that:Mij = � 1 if the bit productAiBj is valid0 otherwise

The pseudo-code below explains the algorithm for setting
theMij values. This can be implemented using a sequen-
tial circuit with a time delay of N clocks for a N-bit com-
puter.

fillarray(M, 0);
/* initialise mask array to 0 */

for (i = 0; i < N; i++) f
subdatalimit = 0;
for (j = i; j < N; j++) f

if (M[j] == 1) f
/* reached next mask bit) one subdatatype done */
subdatalimit = j-1;
break;gg

if (subdatalimit == 0)
subdatalimit = N-1;

for (k = i; k <= subdatalimit;
k++) f

for (l = i; l <= subdatalimit;

l++) fM[k][l] = 1;gg
i = subdatalimit;g

This array can be initialized using a sequential circuit.
The Mask array will require N� N bits which is N

pseudo registers. This is the same level of complexity as
addition.

6. Applications

The DFT, DCT, convolution and many such DSP oper-
ations are essentially multiply-add which is the motivation
behind such an instruction in the MMX instruction set.

The architecture can be useful for the general purpose
graphics and multimedia techniques used in alpha blend-
ing, sound mixing. YUV822, YUV422 are common data
formats used by frame grabbers. For such data, arbitrary
boundary packed multiplication-add will be efficient.

7. Conclusion

We have motivated the need for comprehensive arbitrary
boundary packed schemes to support different native data
types for future architectures. We have presented a scheme
for such multiplication and addition with small overheads
compared to conventional adders and multipliers.
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Figure 1. Bitwise multiplication blocks
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Figure 2. Bitwise multiplication digits
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Figure 3. A 4� 4 combinatorial multiplier modified for arbitrary bit packin g.


